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A b str a c t— We consider nonlocal boundary value problems for three harmonic functions each 
of which is defined in its own domain. A contact condition is posed on the common part of 
the boundaries of these domains, and the Dirichlet or Neumann data (or mixed boundary 
conditions) are given on the remaining parts of the boundary. We prove the unique solvability 
of these problems.
1. STATEM ENT OF TH E PROBLEM S
Let D p, 1 <  p  <  3, be a finite dom ain bounded by a simple piecewise sm ooth contour on 
the  plane. The set of endpoints of sm ooth arcs comprising this contour will be denoted by F p. 
We assume th a t the interior angles of the dom ain D p a t the points r  e  F p are not equal to  0 or 27r;
i.e., the  points r  are not cusps of the contour d D p. Let all contours d D p have a common smooth 
arc Tg =  T0 w ith endpoints T\ and r 2. This arc is directed from t \  to  r 2, and all domains D p lie to  
the  left of this arc. The complement d D p\ T 0 is denoted by T+, 1 < p <  3. Consider three problems 
arising in the  theory of stratified sets [1].
P ro b le m  D . Find a family of three functions up G C ( D P\ F P), 1 <  p <  3, th a t are harmonic 
in D p and satisfy the boundary conditions
1 9 q  du1 du2 du3 ^
u 1 = u 2 = u 3, +  =  0 on r 0, (1 )
On On On
up\TP+= gp, l < p < 3 ,  (2DJ
where n  is the unit outward normal. At the points r  e  F p, the functions up(z) =  up(x,y) ,  where 
z  = x  + iy, can have singularities of logarithmic type; i.e., up(z)\z — r | e —> 0 for any e > 0 as z —> r .
P ro b le m  N  is stated  in a similar way with conditions (2D) replaced by the conditions
d v p
dn
= (hPY , 1 <  p < 3, (2,
where the prime stands for the derivative w ith respect to  the arc length param eter.
Let the curve be divided into two parts k = 0,1.
P ro b le m  D N  is stated  in the same way as above w ith conditions (2D) and (2N) replaced by 
the  boundary conditions
=  (hPY, 1 <  p < 3. (2dn )
r p1 9
Throughout the following, in Problem s D and N, we assume th a t T^ is a sm ooth arc with end­
points T\ and r 2. In Problem  DN, the curves Ypk w ith endpoints r fc, t p, k = 1,2, which comprise PJ_, 
are assumed to  be sm ooth arcs.
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Obviously, Problem  D, N, and DN can be restated for analytic functions (f)p whose real parts 
coincide w ith the harmonic functions up. Since the imaginary parts of the functions (f)p are defined 
up to  a constant, it follows in view of the Cauchy-Riem ann conditions th a t the boundary conditions 
acquire the form
Re (0 1 — 0 2) |r o =  Re (</>2 — </>3) |r 0 =  0, I m O 1 +  </>2 +  </>3) |r 0 =  C, (3)
Re</>p|r i = g p, (4DJ
Im(/>p|r p =  hp, (4n )
Recf)p\rp = gp, lm(f)p\rp = hp, (4DN)
with some constant C e l .  Ju st as above, the corresponding problems are referred to  as P rob­
lems D, N, and DN.
2. MAIN RESULTS FO R TH E GENERAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM
Problem s D, N, and DN are nonlocal Riem ann boundary value problems, which were studied in 
detail in [2, 3]. Let us sta te  the  main results for these problems. We s ta rt from the case of a single 
dom ain D  bounded by a piecewise sm ooth contour d D  w ithout cusps. This contour consists of 
m  smooth arcs r i , . . . , r m, and the set of endpoints of these arcs is denoted by F.  (Obviously, 
it consists of m  elements.) Each arc is assumed to  be oriented, so th a t the dom ain D  lies either 
to  the left or to  the right of Tj. Accordingly, we set aj =  1 and <x,- =  — 1, and as a result we obtain 
the orientation signature a = (<Xj)™.
Let us choose sm ooth param etrizations 7 j : [0,1] —> Tj coordinated with the sense of the arcs Tj. 
To a function (f) analytic in the dom ain D  and continuous in D \ F ,  we assign the family 0+ =  (</>^ j)™ 
of its boundary values transferred w ith the use of these param etrization to  the interval (0, 1 ) of the
^  = =  </>+ ° 7 r  (5)
Consider the nonlocal Riem ann problem
Re a</>+ = / ,  (6)
where a(s) = {% («)} G C [0 ,1], is an m  x m  m atrix  function and /  is a real m -vector function 
defined and continuous on the interval (0,1). In coordinates, this boundary condition can be 
represented in the  form of m  linear relations
m
Re ^ 2  aij = fi,  1 < i  < m .
j=1
Let us describe the Holder classes in which the problem will be considered. Let C^(D )  be the 
space of functions satisfying the Holder condition with exponent 0 <  n  < 1 in the closed dom ain D.  
By C ^ 0( D ,F )  we denote the  class of functions th a t are analytic in the dom ain D  and satisfy
the condition _
<pE(z) = [nreF(z -  t Y +£](!){z ) g C ^ (D p), 4>e\f = 0,
for each e > 0. Obviously, a function <f>(z) of this class satisfies the Holder condition w ith exponent 
fj, outside any neighborhood of the points r  e  F  and adm its singularities of logarithmic type at 
these points. On the contrary, let us introduce the class C ^ 0(D, F)  of functions <fi(z) analytic in D  
and satisfying the condition
( M * )  =  [nreFP(z -  r y - ^ z )  G C»(Dp), <j>_e\F =  0,
for some e > 0. The functions of this class satisfy the Holder condition (with some small exponent) 
in the entire closed dom ain D  and vanish at the points r  G F.  Finally, let C^+0  ^ be the class 
obtained as the extension of the class by polynomials. (One can restrict considerations to
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polynomials of degree <  m — 1, where m is the  num ber of points in the set F.)  In a similar way, 
one can introduce the classes C% ([0, 1]; 0, 1 ) for vector functions f ( t )  on the interval (0, 1 ) with 
respect to  the weight function [t(t — l)]M±e.
We consider problem (6) in the classes C±0( D ,F )  and in the class C ^ ^ D ,  F)  of functions 
th a t are continuous in the closed dom ain D ; we assume th a t the right-hand side belongs to  the 
corresponding class. In the case of the class C^+0^ (D, F) ,  the values /(0 )  and /(1 )  of the right-hand 
side /  G q % }([0 ,1]; 0,1) should be subjected to  necessary m atching conditions. They are given by 
some linear relations th a t provide th a t, for a given function analytic in D,  there exists a function 
ip G C(D)  such th a t the corresponding right-hand sides in the boundary condition (6) for the 
difference (f)p — tjjp are zero a t the endpoints of the interval [0, 1].
For the smoothness of the da ta  of our problems, we assume th a t the arcs T  ^ belong to  the class 
C^+° (i.e., adm it param etrizations 7  whose derivatives 7 ' belong to  the class C M+e[0, 1] w ith some 
e >  0). In a similar way, we assume th a t the m atrix  function a(s) occurring in the boundary 
condition (6) belongs to  the class C'M+0[0, 1].
The above-described statem ent includes the case of several domains D  as well. Let domains D p, 
p =  1 , . . . ,  s, be unrelated and satisfy all above-mentioned conditions. Let the arcs T f, 1 <  i < m p, 
the  set F p of their endpoints, the term inal arcs T f(r) , and the curvilinear sectors S p(t) ,  t  g F p, 
be defined on the basis of D p ju st as above. The set of m p arcs Lf is denoted by {d D p}. We set 
m = m 1 +  • • • +  m s and num ber the disjoint union \Jp{d D p} in a unified m anner as T^, 1 <  j  < m.  
Thus, we write L  ^ G {d D p} meaning th a t L  ^ =  Lf for some p and i.
The signature of the orientation a  is also defined in a unified way: aj =  1 if the arc L  ^ G {d D p} 
has the positive sense with respect to  the dom ain D p (i.e., leaves this dom ain on the left), and 
aj = —1 otherwise. Let the param etrizations 7 j of the arcs L^ have the same meaning as above. 
S tarting  from a family <fi =  (<f>p) of functions <pp analytic in D p, we form an m-vector function
(f>7 of their boundary values on the interval (0,1) by setting ( f ) 7 } j  =  ((t>p)+ o 7  ^ for L  ^ G {d D p}.
Then problem (6) for the considered family <fi can be posed in a similar way. The notation of the
above-introduced classes remains the same for these families.
Let the m atrix  aa be obtained from a by the rule
_  J  flij for tjj =  1
\  &ij for aj = —1 .
In o ther words, the j th  columns of the m atrices a17 and a coincide if aj =  1 and are complex
conjugate if aj = —1. In particular, aa =  a _<J.
We say th a t problem (6) has normal type if d e ta <J(t) /  0, 0 <  t  < 1. We assume th a t this
condition is satisfied and set
b = (a <J)~ 1a <J. (7)
There exists an arbitrarily  small r > 0 such th a t the disks w ith centers t g P  and radius r are 
pairwise disjoint and intersect the dom ain D p over curvilinear sectors S ( t )  =  S p(t)  w ith vertex r .  
If r  is an endpoint of the arc T* G {dD p}, then the intersection of the above-mentioned disk with
Tj is given by the  arc T j(r) w ith endpoint r .  It is convenient to  set
, . ) T-0^  if r  is the left endpoint of Tj
1 ("i)[ T- otherwise.
We denote the lateral sides of the sector S  = S ( t ) by 9±S'(r) and assume th a t the rotation 
from d +S  to  d ~ S  around the vertex r  inside the sector is counterclockwise. Therefore, the set 
of 2m lateral edges of all m  sectors S p(t) ,  t  g F p, 1 <  p < s, coincides w ith the  set {T-fc\
1 < i < m,  A: =  0,1}. We num ber these term inal arcs in a unified m anner as T(fc), 1 < k < 2m.
Consider the 2m x 2m m atrix  function F (£ ) of the complex variable (  w ith entries
Vkr(0  = l eteC if {r W ’r <.r)} = {d+S , d - S }  (g)
\  0 otherwise,
where S  is one of th e  m  sectors S p(t) ,  t  g F p, 1 <  p < s, and  9 is th e  opening angle of th a t  sector.
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This m atrix  is entirely determ ined by the geometric properties of the domains D p th a t form the 
set D.  Next, we introduce the constant 2m x 2m m atrix  B  w ith entries
Bbr
M o )
M 1)
if
if
-p _-p(°) -p __-p(°)
J- (fc) -  J- i , 1 (r) -  J- j
r (fc) r (i)
0 otherwise.
-p  p(i)
MO -  1 i
(9)
The m atrix  function (V  + B ) ( ()  analytic on the entire plane is referred to  as the terminal symbol 
of the problem. The meromorphic function
det(U  +  £>)(() 
det(U  +  l)(C)
tends to  nonzero limits as Im (  —> ±oo, R e (  =  const; thus, the projection of the zeros of the 
function det(U  +  £>)(() onto the real axis is a discrete set. Let a  >  0 be small enough to  ensure 
th a t these zeros are absent in the  strip  —a  <  R e (  <  0. Set
1 1
x 0 = ----: [In det 6(t)] |o  :
2iri 2iri
In
det(U  +  £>)(() 
de t(U  +  l)(C)J
(10)
where the  expressions in brackets are determ ined by continuous branches of the logarithm  and the 
vertical bar stands for the increment in the corresponding limits. One can readily show th a t x 0 is 
an integer.
T h e o re m  1. Suppose that all arcs T^ belong to the class C 1,M+0 (that is, to C l'^+e with some 
e > 0), the matrix funct ion a(t) belongs to C'M+0[0, 1], and problem (6) is a problem of normal type. 
Then this problem is Fredholm in the class C ^ 0, and its index x  is equal to k 0 +  s, where s is the 
number of domains D p. More precisely, the following assertions hold.
1. The homogeneous problem (6) has k < oo linearly independent solutions in the class C%.
2. The inhomogeneous problem with right-hand side f  e  C%  is solvable in this class i f  and only 
i f  the orthogonality conditions
i
f  dt
J =  o, i  <i<k', ( i i )
o
are satisfied with certain linearly independent vector functions gt e  C ^ 0, 1 <  i < k!.
3. k — k'  =  k .
The product fgi  in the integrand in (11) is understood as the inner product of the m-com ponent 
real vectors /  and gt . The product of the functions /  e  C ^0 and e  C ^0 belongs to  C ^ 0, and 
hence these integrals are well defined.
Under certain conditions, Theorem  1 perm its one to  study the solvability of problem (6) also in 
the  class C ^ 0(D)  C C{D).
T h e o re m  2. Suppose that the matrix funct ion ( ( V  + B ) ~ 1(() occurring in the assumptions of  
Theorem 1 has no poles on the imaginary axis. Then each solution (f) e  C ^0 o f  problem (6) with 
right-hand side f  e  C ^0 belongs to the class C^+0y  In particular, x  is also the index of  the problem 
in the class C^+0y
Let us present an assertion on the additional smoothness of a solution.
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T h e o re m  3. Under the assumptions of  Theorem 1, suppose that the funct ion a(t) belongs 
to C'1’M+0[0 ,1]. Then each solution ( f )  G C%  of  problem (6) with right-hand side f  G C%  such 
that
f ( t ) = t ( t - l ) f ( t ) e C %
has a similar property, i.e.,
4>p(z) =  n reFP(z ~  T ) ( < m z )  G C % ( D p), p  =  1 ,2 ,3 . (12)
I f ,  in addition, the assumption of  Theorem 2 holds and the funct ion f  belongs to C ^ 0, then (f)p 
belongs to C ^ 0(DP) as well.
The verification of the condition det(V  +  B)  /  0 and the condition for the inverse m atrix  
{V  +  B ) _1 in Theorem  2 is simplified if the m atrix  V  +  B  has a certain block-diagonal structure.
We say th a t a 2m x 2m m atrix  x  = (x kr) \ m is block-diagonal w ith respect to  some partition  
E  =  (-Ei)" of the set of term inal arcs if its entries x kr are zero whenever T(fc) G E t and T(r) G E j} 
i /  j .  The m ultiplication of such m atrices is reduced to  the block m ultiplication of their diagonal 
blocks x(Ei)  = {£fcr, r (fc), r (r) G Ei}.
Accordingly, deta; =  H  det x(Ei) ,  and for det a; /  0 the inverse m atrix  x has the same block- 
diagonal structure  with diagonal blocks x ^ 1{Ei) =  [x ( E i )]_1.
For definitions (8) and (9), one can conclude th a t the m atrix  V  has block-diagonal form with 
respect to  the partition  G of the set of term inal arcs into the pairs Gp(t ) =  { c ^ S ^ r ) }  w ith diagonal 
blocks
V [ ( ,G p( r ) ] = e ^ ( ^
where 9 is the  opening angle of the sector S p( t ) .
In a similar way, the m atrix  B  is block-diagonal w ith respect to  the partition  into two sets 
1° = { r f  \  1 <  i <  6} and I 1 = { r . 1^ , 1 <  i < m }  :
B ( n = b (  0), B ( i 1) = b (  1).
Suppose th a t the m x m m atrix  a of problem (6) is block-diagonal w ith respect to  some partition  
O i , . . . ,  Ok of the arc set { T T m}. In other words, = 0 if T* G Op, G Oq, and p /  q.
Consider the partition  O of the set of term inal arcs into 2k elements Orp =  { r ^ r ^  G Op}, 
r = 0,1, 1 <  p < s. Obviously, the m atrix  B  has block-diagonal form with respect to  this partition. 
Consequently, if each element of the partition  E  consists of whole elements of both  the partition  G 
and the partition  O, then the m atrix  V  +  B  has block-diagonal form with respect to  the partition  
E.  In this case, for the increment of the argum ent in the index formula (10), we have the relation
1 
27ri
In
de t (V  + B ) (Q  
d e t(F  +  l)(C)J
1
^  2tt i
k =  1
In
d e t (V  + B ) ( ( , E k) 
det(t> +  1)(( , E k)
(13)
3. PROBLEM  D
Let the arcs r 0 =  Tq and Tf, 1 <  p < 3, comprising the boundary contour d D p of the domain 
D p belong to  the class C'1’M+0 and have positive sense w ith respect to  D p. We num ber these arcs 
in a unified manner,
( r j , r 2, r 3, r j , r ? , r ? )  =  ( r 1, . . . , r 6).
Then for the lateral sides of the three sectors S p(t i) and S p(t2), we have the expressions
d+sp(Tl) =  r(°>, i < P <3,
d - s 1^ )  = r i 1}, d - s 2^ )  = r f d - s 3^ )  = Tg1}
aild d ~ S p(T2) =  r^, l < p < 3 ,
d +S \ r 2) =  T f \  d+S 2(r2) =  T f , d+S 3(r2) =  T<0),
respectively.
In the chosen numbering, we write out Problem  D with the boundary conditions (3) and (4D) 
in the form (6) w ith 6 x 6 m atrix
a = d iag(ai, a2), (14)
where
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( 1 - 1 0 ^ l l 0 0 ^
di = 0 1 - 1 ) a>2 — 0 1 0
V - i  —i - i ) \ o 0 1 /
The six-component vector /  of the right-hand side of (6) in the considered case is related to  the 
right-hand side of the boundary conditions (3) and (4D) by the formulas
/ 1  =  / 2  =  0 , f 3 = c,  f4 = g1 o j 4, / 5  =  s '2 0  7 5  ) / 3  =  s '3 0  7 6 -
Accordingly, the m atrix  b in (7) has the form
b = a~la = d iag (c i,c2), (15)
where
1
Cl =  3
I 1 -2 — 2^ /1 0 0^
-2 1 -2 c2 = 0 1 0
V - 2 -2 1/ \o 0 1/
In the considered case, the m atrix  b has block-diagonal form with respect to  the partition  O 
of the set { T i , . . . ,T 6} w ith elements Oi  =  {T1,T 2, r 3}, 0 2 =  {T4}, 0 3 = {T5}, and 0 4 =  {T6}. 
Consequently, each of the partitions G  and O is a refinement of the partition  E  into two elements
E J = G \ r j ) U G 2(Tj ) U G \ r j ), j  =  1,2,
corresponding to  the endpoints Tj of the arc T0. Recall th a t the lateral sides of the sector S p(Tj) 
form an element Gp(tj) of the partition  G.
We choose the common num bering of term inal arcs composing the set Ej  for which the term inal 
arcs on Tq are first num bered in the ascending order of p  and then those on T^ are numbered. 
Specifically, we have the  ordered sets
p   /p*-°) p*-°) p*-°) pW  pW  p W \  j"p p  1
^ 1  —  I 1 1 )i 2 ) 1 3 )i 4 5 jJ-6 I —  I 1 (1)) • • • ) 1 (6)/, , .
rp  /p*-1-* p*-1-* p*-1-* p*-0-* p*-0-* _/ t  v  x
-^2 —  1-1-1 , 1 2 ,-1-3 )-*-4 )-*-5 )-*-6 / —  I 1 (7), - - - , -L (12) 1-
In this notation, for the diagonal blocks (V  +  B ){ ( ,  Ej),  j  =  1,2, of the term inal symbol V  +  B  
of Problem  D, we have the  expression
( Y +  B ) ( t , E j )  = (  Cl ^ ( C ) ) ,  j  = 1 , 2. (17)
W O  1 /
Here the m atrix  C\ is given by (15), and the j  = 1,2, are the diagonal matrices
Vj(() = diag[ei0l(Tj)c, ei02(r’)c, ei03(r’)c], (18)
where 0p(tj) is the  opening angle of the sector S p(Tj).
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It follows from (17) th a t
d e t (V  +  B ) ( ( , E j )  = det[ci -  u|(C)],
{V + B ) - \ Q , E 3) =  (  (C l“ ^2) 1
(19)
-(C l -  v]) 1v
- V ^ d  ~ V 2) 1 V j ( Cl  -  V 2 )  \  +  1 ,
By carrying out similar com putations, we obtain
de t (V  +  1)((, Ej)  = det[l -  v 2J( ) }  = (1 -  e2i0l(T : ) C ) ( l  _  e 2i 92( r J- ) C ) ( 1 _  e ,K )) (2 0)
- ^ ( l - v | )  1 V j ( l - v 2) \  +  l )
Consider the behavior of the m atrix  function (V  +  B ){ ( ,  Ej)  on the imaginary axis.
L e m m a  1. (a) On the imaginary axis, the funct ion  d e t(F  +  £>)((, Ej) has a unique zero at the 
point C =  0, and its order is equal to 2 .
(b) The matrix funct ion  (V  +  i? )_1((, Ej) has a first-order zero at the point (  = 0.
(c) One has
1 
27ri
In
d e t ( V +  B ) ( ( , E j  
d e t (V  + ! )(( ,  Ej]
(21 )
P ro o f . It suffices to  consider the case of j  = 1; for j  = 2, the considerations can be carried out 
in a similar way.
(a) It follows from (19) th a t the order of the pole of the function d e t(F  +  B ) ( ( ,E { )  coincides 
with the order of the pole of the m atrix  (ci — v^)(().  By setting t k =  e2*0fcC, k = 1 ,2 ,3 , and by 
using (15), we write out the m atrix  C\ — v\  in the  form
1 ( 1  -  Sh  - 2
c1 - v 1 =
- 9  \
- 2  1 -  312 - 2
\  - 2  - 2  1 - 3  U j
(22)
Note th a t if R e (  =  0, then  all t k are positive; moreover, sgn(ifc — 1) is independent of k. 
The determ inant f ( t )  = det(ci — vl)  of this m atrix  satisfies the relation
3 f ( t )  — — 3( t i t2ts +  1) +  ( t i t2 +  h t s  +  t 2ts) +  (ii +  t2 +  ts). 
Obviously, f ( t )  =  0 for ti  =  t2 =  t3 = 1, and
‘ 1 1 1
h ’ h ’ h '
(23)
(24)
To prove the first assertion in (a), it suffices to  show th a t the function f ( t )  vanishes nowhere 
in the cube K  = {0 <  t k <  1, k = 1 ,2 ,3}. On the boundary of this cube, the function f ( t )  is
nonpositive and is zero only a t the point t  = (1 ,1 ,1 ). One can readily see th a t g r a d /( i )  /  0,
t  G K;  therefore, f ( t )  <  0 in the entire cube K .
Let us com pute the order of the zero of the function d e t(F  +  B ) ( ( , E { )  a t the point (  = 0.
By (23), we have
3[det(V +  B)]'(0, Ei)  — i[—3(20i +  292 +  20%) +  4(0i +  02 +  9s) +  2 (0\ +  02 +  $3)] — 0, 
3[det(V +  B)]”(0, Ei)  =  4[id\ +  02 +  0$) +  4(0i02 +  020s +  0i0s) — {0\ +  02 +  $3)] 7  ^ 0.
Therefore, the function d e t(F  +  B ){ ( , Ej),  j  =  1,2, has a second-order zero a t the point (  = 0.
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(b) It follows from (19) th a t the orders of the poles of the m atrices (V  +  B)  1( ( , E 1) and 
(ci — v2)_1(^) coincide. We rewrite relation (22) in the form
3(ci -  vl)  =
(  ch - 2  —2 \^ 
- 2  d2 - 2
V  —2 - 2  d o j
dk = 1 — 3i k •
Then
det(c — v\)
(  d2d3 — 4 2(c?3 +  2) 2(c?2 + 2 )^
did3 — 4 2 (di +  2)2(c?3 +  2)
\ 2(d2 +  2) 2 (di +  2) d\d2 -  4 /
If ^ =  0, i.e., di = d2 = ds = —2, then  all entries of the m atrix  on the right-hand side in the 
last relation are zero. Since the m atrix  det(U  +  B ) ( ( , E 1) has a second-order zero at the point 
(  = 0, it follows th a t the m atrix  (V  +  B ^ 1^ ,  E ^  and hence the m atrix  (V  +  B ^ 1^ ,  E 2) have 
a first-order pole at this point.
(c) By (20), in the above-introduced notation, we have
Therefore, the function
det(U  +  1)(C, Ei)  =  (1 -  h ) ( l  -  t 2)( 1 -  t3). 
det (F  +  2?)(C,£i)
det(U  +  l)(C,£;i)
can be represented as the ratio of the functions f ( t )  and g(t) =  (1 — i i ) ( l  — t 2)( l  — t3), where 
t = (ti, t 2, t3) and t k = e2i6kC.
Note th a t the function x ( ( )  is odd; thus,
-a -j-ioo
— a —too
On the other hand, by the argum ent principle for analytic functions, we have
2^ ‘n:C(C) - 2^ ‘n:C(C)
— a-j-ioo
=  m,
— a —too
where m  stands for the difference between the num ber of zeros and the num ber of poles of the 
function x( ( )  with regard of multiplicities in the strip  —a  <  R e (  <  a. It follows from these two 
relations th a t the left-hand side of relation (2 1) is equal to  —m / 2 .
Obviously, the function det(U  +  1)((, Ei)  has a unique zero of m ultiplicity 3 a t the point (  = 0 
in this strip. This, together with assertion (a), implies th a t m =  —1, which completes the proof of 
relation (2 1) and the lemma.
T h e o re m  4. Let all arcs belong to the class C'1’M+0. Then the solutions of the homogeneous 
problem (6), (14) consist of constant functions, and the inhomogeneous problem is unconditionally 
solvable in the class C ^ 0. In this case, the assertions of  Theorems 2 and 3 hold.
P ro o f . It follows from Theorem  1 and Lemma 1 (c) th a t the index of the considered problem is 
equal to
x  =  - - - -  +  3 =  2. (25)
It follows from Lemma 1(b) th a t the m atrix  function ( ( V  +  B ) ~ l (C,,Ej) has no poles on the 
imaginary axis. Therefore, the assum ptions of Theorems 2 and 3 hold for the considered problem. 
In particular, any solution (f) e  C%  of the homogeneous problem belongs to  the class C^+ ^ .
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Let us show th a t the solution space of the homogeneous problem consists of constants and hence 
has dimension 2. This, together w ith relation (25), implies the unconditional solvability of the 
inhomogeneous problem.
Let (f) = be a solution of the homogeneous problem  (6), (14) in the class C ^ 0. Then, as 
was mentioned above, the  function (ff is continuous in the closed dom ain D p. Consequently, the 
harmonic functions up e  C ( D P) are a solution of the homogeneous problem (1), (2D), i.e., satisfy 
the  homogeneous boundary conditions
du1 du2 du3 ^
  ^   ^ — =  on °’dn dn dn
uF =  0, 1 <  p < 3.
(26)
(27d)
Suppose th a t one of these harmonic functions is nonzero. By virtue of (26) and (27D), the maximum 
value of each of the functions \up\ can be attained only at some common interior point c of the 
arc r 0. B ut then, by the Zarem ba-G iraud theorem , the normal derivatives dupj d n  have the same 
sign at this point, and at least one of them  is nonzero. B ut this contradicts the second relation 
in (26).
Thus, all functions up = R ecff are zero, and all functions (f)p are imaginary constants.
4. PROBLEM  N
Problem  N can be considered by analogy with the previous one. In this case, in (14) and (15), 
one should set
a 2 =  diag(—i, —i, i) (28)
and
c2 =  d iag(—1 , - 1 , - 1 ).
Then relations (17) and (19) acquire the form
( V + B ) ( ( , E , )  = Ci Vj(()
MO - 1 ,
3 =  1, 2 ,
d e t(F  + = — det[ci +  v 2J( ) ] ,
( V + B ) - 1( ( , E J) = i ^ + v 2) - 1 ( Cl  +  V 2)
2\ - l nV j i d + V 2) 1 V j i d + V 2) H j - l
(29)
Accordingly, the following assertions provide an analog of Lemma 1.
L e m m a  2. (a) On the imaginary axis, the funct ion d e t (V  +  £>)((, Ej) has a unique first-order 
zero at the point (  = 0.
(b) The matrix funct ion  (V  +  i? )_1((, Ej) has a first-order pole at the point (  = 0.
(c) One has
1 
2-7T i
In
d e t ( V +  B ) ( ( , E j  
d e t(F  +  1)(( ,Ej]
=  l. (30)
P ro o f . The proof can be carried out by analogy with Lemma 1 w ith some modifications, 
(a) By setting t k =  e2*0fcC and by using (14), (15), and (28), we obtain
ci +  d iag(ii, i 2, i3) =  ^
l  +  3ii - 2 - 2  \
1 +  3 i 2 —2
- 2  1 +  3*3/
- 2  
V -2
For the determ inant /(*), t  =  (t1, t 2, t 3), of the last m atrix, we have
27/(*) =  (1 +  3*i)(l +  3*2)(1 +  3*3) — 16 — 4[3 +  3(*i +  t 2 +  *3)],
(31)
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or
3 /(*) — 3(*i*2*3 — 1) +  *1*2 +  *1*3 +  *2*3 — (*1 +  *2 +  *3)- (32)
Therefore.
d e t(F  +  5 ) (C ,£ i)  =  - / ( * ) ,  *fc =  e2i0fcC (33)
On the line R e£ =  0, all quantities t k = e2t9k* are real and positive; moreover, they are either 
simultaneously less than  unity, or simultaneously larger than  unity, or simultaneously equal to  
unity. It follows from (32) th a t if *i =  *2 =  *3 =  1, then  the function /(*) is zero and th a t
By arguing as in Lemma 1, we find th a t the function /(*) is negative in the entire cube K  =  
{0 <  **; <  1, k = 1 ,2,3} and is zero only at the point * =  (1 ,1 ,1 ) , i.e., for (  = 0.
It remains to  evaluate the order of the zero of the function det(U  + B ) ( ( ,  E{) at the point (  = 0. 
By (32), we have
Consequently, the function det(U  +  B)(C,,Ei)  and hence the function det(U  +  B ) ( ( , E 2) have a 
first-order zero at the point (  = 0.
(b) It follows from (29) th a t the order of the pole of the m atrix  (V  +  _B)_1((, E{)  is equal to  the 
order of the pole of the m atrix  (ci + v 2)((). Arguing as in item  (c) in Lemma 1, we set dk =  1 +  3*fc 
and obtain
Since the m atrix  det(U  +  B ) ( ( , E j ) ,  j  = 1,2, has a first-order zero at the point (  = 0, it follows 
th a t the m atrix  ( V  +  B ) ~ l (C,, Ej )  has a first-order pole a t this point.
(c) The proof of this assertion with regard of (a) can be performed by analogy with Lemma 1 (c).
problem (6), (28) are constant funct ions , and the inhomogeneous problem is unconditionally solvable 
in the class C ^ 0. Moreover, the assertions of  Theorems 2 and 3 remain valid.
Lemma 2 (b) implies th a t the m atrix  function ( ( V  +  U )~ 1(£, Ej)  has no poles on the imaginary axis. 
Therefore, the assum ptions of Theorems 2 and 3 hold for the considered problem. In particular, 
each solution (f) e  of the homogeneous problem belongs to  the class C^+0y
Let us show th a t the solution space of the homogeneous problem consists of constants and hence 
is one-dimensional. This, together with relation (35), implies the unconditional solvability of the 
inhomogeneous problem.
Let (f) = ((i)p)\ be a solution of the homogeneous problem  (6), (28) in the class C ^ 0. Then, by 
Theorem  3,
Therefore, the function \(cf)p)'(z)\ is square integrable in the dom ain D p, and for the harmonic 
function up = R e<ff, one can use the Green formula
/ ( ! / * )  =  “ (*1*2*3) V (*), 1/* =  ( l / * i , l / * 2, l / * 3). (34)
3[det(V +  B)]'(0, Ei )  — 2î[3($i +  +  Ô3) +  2(0i +  02 +  9s) — [9\ +  92 +  $3)] 7  ^ 0.
0 .3 -1- \ Ö I ^  j I /
( C l + ^  det(ci +  v\)  2№  +  2) c M a - 4  2(di +  2)
\2((*2 +  2) 2(di +  2) d id2 — 4 /
 ^ d2ds — 4 2(d3 +  2) 2(<*2 +  2) ^
Obviously, the entries of the m atrix  on the right-hand side in this relation are nonzero for any (.
T h e o re m  5. Let all arcs Tj belong to the class C'1,M+0. Then all solutions of the homogeneous
<jf(z) = ( z -  n ) ( z  -  T2)((f>p y ( z )  £ C % ( D P), p = 1 ,2 ,3 .
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By virtue of the homogeneous conditions on the arc T f, the last integral is equal to
!  i s  = [ u - ^ d s .
J on J on
a dp r 0
It follows from the homogeneous conditions on the arc T0 th a t the sum of these integrals over 
1 <  p  <  3 is zero. Consequently,
t j
P= 1 dp
dupV  ( dupX 2
d x  J  ^  \ d y
dx dy = 0;
thus, each function up is constant in the respective dom ain D p.
Since, by virtue of the boundary condition on Tf, the imaginary parts of the functions ( f ) p  are 
zero, it follows th a t the space of solutions of the homogeneous problem indeed consists of constants 
and is one-dimensional.
5. PROBLEM  DN
Just as above, we assume th a t the arcs T0 =  Tq and the arcs Tf and T2 forming the curve 
r + ,  1 <  p  <  3, of the boundary contour d D p of the dom ain D p belong to  the class C'1,M+0 
and have positive sense w ith respect to  D p. We num ber these arcs in the following unified way: 
( r J j T o j r o j r J j r ^ r ^ r ^ r ^ r l )  =  ( T i , . . .  ,T 9). Then, for the lateral sides of the six sectors S p(t i) 
and S p(t2), we have the expressions
d+s p(Tl) = r(°), 1 < P  < 3,
d - s \ r 1) = T{1\ 9 - 5 2( r 1) = T ( 1), d S ^ n )  = T ^
d - S p(T2) = r p , 1 < P  < 3,
d +S \ r 2) = T ^ , d+S 2(r2) = Tg0), d+s 3(r2) = t P
and the lateral sides of the three sectors S p(t p) are given by the relations
Ô+S1^ 1) =  T f r r S V )  =  T ^ ,
c)+ S 2 ( t 2) =  r £ 0 ) , d - S 2 (T2) = r i 1],
d + S 3 ( r 3) =  T ^ 0 ) , c r S 3 (T3) =  T ^ .
In the chosen numbering, we write out Problem  DN with the boundary conditions (3) and (4DN) 
in the form (6) w ith the 9 x 9  m atrix
a = d iag(ai, a 2, a3), (36)
where a i and a 2 are the same m atrices as in (14), a3 =  d iag(—i, —i, —i ), and the vector /  on the 
right-hand side in relation (6) has the form
f i  = /2 =  0, /3 =  C, f j  = hp o 7j., j  > 4.
By (7), the m atrix  b has the form
b = = diag(c, ci, c2) G C 9x9; (37)
here the m atrices c and C\ coincide with the  m atrices C\ and c2, respectively, in (15), and
c2 =  d iag(—1 , - 1 , - 1 ).
The m atrix  b has block-diagonal form with respect to  the partition  O of the set { r i , . . . ,  r 9} into 
the  elements 0 1 = { r ^ r ^ T s } ,  0 2 =  { r 4}, 0 3 = { r 5}, 0 4 =  { r 6}, Os =  { r r }, Oe = { r 8}, and 
Or = { r 9}. The m atrix  V  has block-diagonal form with respect to  the partition  of the set of 
term inal arcs into the pairs Gp( t ) =  {c^S^fY)}, r  e  F p.
We form a partition  E  as follows:
E x = G \ t x) U G2( n )  U G3( n ) ,  E 2 = G \ t 2) U G2( t 2) U G3( t 2),
E 1 = G \ t r), E 2 = G 2( t 2), E 3 = G3( t 3).
It consists of entire elements of the partitions G and O. Consequently, the m atrices V  and B  have 
block-diagonal form with respect to  this partition, and therefore, the same is true  for their sum 
(V  +  B ) ( ( ,  Ej) .  We choose a common num bering of term inal arcs as follows:
rp _ /1+°-* "P*-0-* "P*-0-* pW p(l) p W \ _ J"P p  p  p  p  p  1
^ 1  —  I 1 1 )i 2 ) -L 3 )i 4 I1 5 ? 1 6 / —  l-L (1), -L (2), -L (3), -L (4), -L (5), -L (6) 1,
e 2  =  =  { r ( 7 ) , r ( 8 ) , r ( 9 ) , r ( 1 0 ) , r ( 1 1 ) , r ( 1 2 ) } ,
i ?1 =  { r f , r ( 1)} =  { r (13) , r (14)},
£ 2 =  { r f , r ( 1}} =  { r (15), r (16)},
E 3 = { v f \ v [ P }  = {V[17), V m }.
Then the diagonal blocks of the matrices V  and B  have the form
V ( ( , E j ) = \  0 j e C 6x6, = diag[ei0l(Tj)c,e i02(Tj)c,e i03(Tj)c],
W O  0 J
where 9p(Tj) is the  opening angle of the sector S p(Tj),
B {( , Ej) = diag(c, ( - 1 ) 0  e  C 6x6, j  = 1,2, 
and c is found from (40) (see below). The remaining 2 x 2  diagonal blocks are given by the relations
V ( ( ,  E j ) = eie^ T3)i ( 0 1 | , B ( E j ) =  ( 1 0 | , 1 <  j  <  3 .
V1 ° /  VO - 1 J
It follows from Theorem  1 th a t, to  prove the solvability of Problem  DN in the  class C%,  it 
suffices to  study the zeros of the determ inant det(U  +  £>)(() on the line R e (  =  0 and the order of 
the  pole of the inverse m atrix  function (V  +  .B)_ 1(C) at the point (  = 0. As was mentioned above, 
it suffices to  do this for the diagonal blocks of the corresponding matrices.
Obviously,
d e t (V  +  B ) ( ( ,  E j ) = - ( 1  +  e2ie^ K), 1 <  j  <  3 ,
, i f  —1 —pieAT3) c \  (38)
( V  + B ) - \ ( , E i )  = [det(V + B X C , ^ ) } - 1 i  j ,
det(U  +  B)(( ,E-i)  = — det[c +  v2(()], d e t (V  + B ) ( ( ,  E 2) = det[c -  v 2(()}, (39)
-2' - 1 (c + v 2) - ^  \
Ji) - 1 v 1(c + v l ) ~ 1v 1 -  1 )  ’
2 W  — (c — v2y 1v 2 
- v l Y 1 v2( c - v 2y 1v2 + l j
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(V + B ) - \ ( , E 1) =  (  ic + v ' l  
\ V i  ( c  +  v {
(V + B ) - \ ( , E 2) = (  ( c “ V 2 )  
\ - v 2(c  V
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By similar com putations, we obtain
det(v  +  1)((, E j ) = 1 -  e2i^ (r3)c, 1 <  j  <  3,
( V +  l ) - \ ( , & )  = lde t ( v + ! ) ( ( ,& ) } - _g i0j(r3) C
_gi0j(r3) C
d e t(F  +  1)(( , £y) =  det[l -  u|(C)] =  (1 -  e2i0l(r’)c) ( l  -  e2i92^ K) ( l  -  e2i93^ K),
( y  + D - K C , E i ) = (  ( 1 “ ^  ^
(41)
(42)
- Vj( 1 - v 2) 1 V j i l - v 2) X '  +  l /
By virtue of (38), we have d e t(F  +  £>)((, E j ) /  0 and R e (  =  0. Therefore, it suffices to  consider 
the behavior of the function (V  +  B ){ ( , E j ) ( ()  on the imaginary axis.
L e m m a  3. (a) The funct ion  d e t(F  +  B ) ( ( ,  Ej) ,  j  = 1,2, has no zeros other than (  =  0 on the 
imaginary axis and has a zero of  order j  at the point (  = 0.
(b) The matrix funct ion  (V  +  £>)~1((> Ej)  has a first-order zero at the point (  = 0 for  both values
(c) One has
1
27n
1 
27ri
d e t(F  +  B ) ( ( , E j )  
d e t(F  +  1)((, Ej)
d e t(F  +  B) ( ( ,  E j )
det (F  +  l ) ( C , ^ ) J
-cx-\-ioo
— a —too
— a-\-ioo
— a —too
1 for  j  = 1
1/2 for  j  = 2 , (43)
(44)
P ro o f , (a) By (39), it suffices to  prove the assertion of the lemma for the m atrices (c +  v2) and 
(c — vl).  F irst, we prove the lemma for the first m atrix. By setting t k = e2l0k(’, 1 <  k < 3, and by 
taking into account (39), we represent the m atrix  (c +  v2) in the form
c +  d iag(ii, i 2, i3) =  ^
By (39), the m atrix  (c — v\)  has the form
c — diag(ii, i 2, *3) =  -
/ 1 +  3ii - 2
- 2 1 +  3*
V - 2 - 2
E 1) has no zeros
=  0
/ 1 1 CO c*+
.
- 2
- 2 1 -  31
V - 2 - 2
- 2  \ 
- 2
1 +  3*3 J
- 2  \ 
- 2  
i - 3 t 3y
where t k = e2l0k(’, 1 <  k < 3. By Lemma 1 (a), the function det(V  +  B ) ( ( , E 2) has no zeros other 
th an  (  =  0 on the imaginary axis and has a second-order zero at the point (  = 0. The proof of 
assertion (a) is complete.
(b) It follows from (40) th a t the order of the pole of (V  +  .B)_1(C) Ej)  coincides with th a t of the 
pole of [c — (—l) Jt)2]-1 . The assertion follows from Lemma 2 (b) for j  = 1 and from Lemma 1 (b) 
for j  = 2 .
(c) Let us prove the first relation. The determ inants in the num erator are given by formulas (39), 
and the determ inants in the denom inator can be com puted directly by virtue of (42):
d e t (V  +  1)(C, Ej)  =  (1 -  t i ) ( l  -  t2)( l -  t3), t k — e k = 1,2,3.
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By setting 
we obtain
g(t) = (1 - t i ) ( l  - t 2) ( l  ~ t 3) for t  = ( t i , t 2, t 3),
®i(C) = de t (F  +  5)(C,Si)det(U  +  l ) ( C, ^ i )  
These functions satisfy the relation
1
m
g(t) ' ^ 2 ( 0  =
det(U  +  B ) ( ( , E 2) =  / ( - * )  
d e t (V  + l ) ( ( , E 2) g(t)
2 i i h ' X’ i 0
-a.-\-ioo 1
. =  “ ^ lna^ C )
-a .—too  I
a.-\-ioo
By the argum ent principle for analytic functions, we have
^  1 ^ , ( 0 -a -\-io o =  rrij,
— a —too
where rr ij  stands for the difference between the num ber of zeros and the num ber of poles of the 
function X j ( ( )  with regard of multiplicities in the strip  — a  <  R e (  <  a .
Obviously, the function det(U  +  1)((, Ej)  has a unique zero of multiplicity 3 a t the point (  = 0 
in this strip. It follows from Lemma 3(a)  th a t m  1 =  —2 and m 2 =  —1. As a result, we obtain 
relation (43). By (38) and (41), for the second relation, we have
1 
27n
In
det(U  +  B ) ( ( , E j ) 
d e t ( V + ! ) ( ( , & )
-a -\-io o
1
27n
In
1 +  e2®03'*-1"3^
1 _  e2i0j(r3)C
— a.-\-ioo
1 . 1 + z
 m -------
27t i 1 — z
where the  increment in the last term  is taken along the ray arg z  = —e w ith small e >  0. One can 
readily see th a t this increment is equal to  —nr, consequently, relation (44) holds. The proof of the 
lemma is thereby complete.
T heorem  6. Let all arcs Tj belong to the class C'1,M+0. Then Problem DN is uniquely solvable 
in the class C ^ 0. I f  the right-hand side f  belongs to the class C ^ 0, then its solution ( f )  belongs
Proof. Recall th a t the index x 0 is com puted by formula (10). By substitu ting the values of 
bo th  term s found in Lemma 3 (c), we obtain x 0 = —1 — 1/2 — 3/2 =  —3. It follows from Theorem 1 
th a t the index of Problem  DN is zero.
The analysis of the solvability of Problem  DN in the class C^+0  ^ can be reduced to  the verification 
of the assum ptions of Theorem  2. It follows from the second assertion of Lemma 3 th a t the m atrix  
function ( (U  +  B ) ~ l (C,,Ej) has no poles on the imaginary axis. Therefore, the assum ptions of 
Theorem  2 hold for the considered problem.
Let us analyze the uniqueness of the solution of Problem  DN. Let ( f ) p  e  C %  be a solution of 
the homogeneous problem. Then, by virtue of Theorem  2 and the last assertion of Theorem  3, the 
functions (f)p have property (12) with respect to  the class C ^ 0. In other words,
4>p(z) = ( z -  t{)(z -  T2)(z -  Tp)(<l)py (z )  G C % ( D P), p =  1,2,3.
Therefore, the function \((f)p)'(z)\ is square integrable in the dom ain D p; by analogy with the proof
of Theorem  5, one can show th a t each of the functions up = Recff is constant in the dom ain D p.
By virtue of the homogeneous condition on the arc Tg, all up are actually zero.
Therefore, the num bers k  and k'  in Theorem  1 are zero for the considered problem, and hence 
this problem is uniquely solvable in the class C%.  By Theorem  2, this is also true  for the class C^+0y
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